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Summary 

 

Building collapse occurs when local failure of a primary structural component leads to 

the failure and collapse of adjoining members, possibly promoting additional collapse. 

It is a dynamic process wherein the collapsing system continually seeks alternative load 

paths in order to survive. This chapter discusses the techniques used for modeling 

progressive collapse in moment resisting frame structures. Emphasis is placed on the 

response of non-seismically designed moment resisting steel and reinforced concrete 

frames since these are commonly utilized around the world. Ten-story prototype steel 

and reinforced concrete structures are presented and their progressive collapse 

resistance is evaluated using column-removal scenarios. 
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1. General 

 

1.1. Scope and Objectives  

 

Structural safety in building design is implicitly assured through reliability-based load 

and resistance factors. However, such provisions do not account for extreme loading 

events leading to progressive structural collapse. Progressive collapse of a building 

structure refers to the condition when the failure of a local component (or localized 

region) leads to global system failure. The inadequacy of alternate paths to safely 

transfer the loads originally resisted by the failed component(s) is one of the primary 

reasons that the final state of the system is not proportionate to the triggering incident.  

An example of progressive collapse is the loss of a single column in the lowest level of 

a building leading to complete collapse of the building.  

 

This paper first discusses the various types of modeling techniques that can be used for 

modeling progressive collapse. Among the techniques presented, macro-models are 

identified as most promising for practical implementation and routine use. They are 

computationally efficient and at the same time they are able to adequately simulate the 

complex effects of large-deformation response associated with progressive collapse 

response of structures.  

 

Two prototype moment resisting frame buildings (one steel and the other reinforced 

concrete) designed for lateral load requirements for non-seismic and seismic regions in 

the United States are presented. Two-dimensional models of the prototype buildings are 

developed using the proposed macro-models and used to demonstrate their progressive 

collapse resistance. The objective of the exercise is to showcase how progressive 

collapse analysis can be conducted using nonlinear analysis tools. 
 

1.2. Historical Review 

 

Progressive collapse issues first drew the attention of researchers in 1970’s after the 

partial collapse of a panel type apartment tower at Ronan Point, England. The Ronan 

Point apartment block was a 22-story building constructed of pre-cast panels of two 

types – floor and unreinforced bearing wall. On May 16, 1968, a gas explosion occurred 

near one of the corners of the building on the 18
th

 floor. The explosion blew out the 

non-load bearing front wall and the load bearing flank wall at the corner thus removing 

the support for the stories above. Lack of continuity between the structural elements and 

the absence of an alternate load carrying path lead to the collapse of all the 

corresponding floors above and below, down to the podium level. This is a classical 

example of progressive collapse where loss of a single load bearing members lead to a 

cascade of failures. 

 

Past research on progressive collapse issues has generally proceeded in waves initiated 

in the aftermath of high profile failures, particularly the Ronan Point building (1968), 

Murrah Federal building (1995) and the World Trade Center (2001). Papers published 

since the Ronan disaster have documented numerous building and structural system 

collapses, and attempted to learn lessons from such events. These lessons can be 

summarized as follows: 1) increase local resistance in key regions to inhibit initiation of 
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the collapse process; 2) impart structural redundancy in the building structural system 

so that it could seek alternative load paths when needed; and 3) ensure interconnection 

of all structural and nonstructural components to minimize debris projectiles. More 

recently, there have been calls to promote structural compartments to arrest collapse and 

limit it to small portions of a building (Magnusson 2004). In this concept, a collapse 

would progress horizontally until it encountered an extra strong bulkhead, or, 

alternatively, a weak region, where it would stop.   

 

Mechanisms that are widely thought to contribute to the capacity of a system to resist 

collapse include: a) Catenary action of slab and beams allowing gravity load to span 

adjacent elements; b) Vierendeel action from the moment frame above a damaged 

column; and c) support provided by nonstructural elements such as partitions and infills. 

Figure 1 shows some of these effects in a frame that has lost an intermediate column.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Collapse resistance stemming from catenary action and strut 

action in non-structural members 

 

Extensive research has been conducted on progressive collapse in the past 5 years. 

Highlights of this rapidly growing body of literature can be found in Isobe and Tsuda 

(2003), who investigated collapse of frames in earthquakes, Kaewkulchai and 

Williamson (2004), who investigated dynamic collapse in buildings, Khandelwal and 

El-Tawil (2007), who investigated the collapse behavior of moment resisting steel 

connections and recent work by the authors and their co-workers (Khandelwal et al 

2008 and Bao et al 2007) on the progressive collapse of steel and reinforced concrete 

moment resisting frame systems.  

 

1.3. Current Codes and Specifications 

 

ASCE 7-05 (2005) is the only mainstream standard in the US which addresses the issue 

of progressive collapse. It promotes two design alternatives to resist progressive 

collapse: Direct Design Method and Indirect Design Method. Both alternatives are 
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qualitative in the sense that little implementation guidance is provided. In the former 

method, resistance to progressive collapse is considered directly during the design 

process through: (a) Alternate Path Method (APM), which seeks to provide an alternate 

load path after a local failure has occurred, so that local damage is arrested and major 

collapse is prevented, and (b) Specific Local Resistance Method (SLRM), which seeks 

to provide sufficient strength to resist failure at critical locations. On the other hand, the 

Indirect Design Method implicitly considers the resistance to progressive collapse 

through provisions of minimum levels of strength, continuity and ductility.   

 

Explicit design methods for progressive collapse resistant design can be found in 

several US Government documents, e.g. General Services Administration (GSA 2003) - 

Progressive Collapse Analysis and Design Guidelines for New Federal Office Buildings 

and Major Modernization Projects; and Department of Defense (DoD) - Unified 

Facilities Criteria - Design of Buildings to Resist Progressive Collapse (UFC 2005). The 

GSA (2003) guidelines provide a threat independent methodology to mitigate 

progressive collapse potential in structures based on APM. The GSA criteria are 

modeled after performance-based seismic design concepts that were first proposed in 

FEMA-273 (1997) and allow both linear and nonlinear analysis procedures to 

investigate alternate load path configurations.  

 

The UFC (2005) methodology is also a performance-based design one, and is partly 

based on the GSA (2003) provisions. In it, progressive collapse resistance depends on 

the desired level of protection (i.e. performance), which are very low, low, medium and 

high levels of protection. Most buildings structures fall in the first two categories and 

only structures that are mission critical or have unusually high risk fall in the last 2 

categories. Two design approaches are specified, namely the Tie Force Method (TFM) 

and APM. The former is essentially an indirect design approach, wherein a minimum tie 

force capacity must be made available in the system to transfer loads from a damaged 

part to the remainder of the structure. In other words, the intent of the tie force method 

is to quantify minimum ductility, continuity and redundancy requirements. For a very 

low level of protection, it is sufficient to provide prescribed horizontal tie force 

capacity, while for low level of protection both horizontal and vertical tie capacity has 

to be provided. If adequate vertical tie capacity is not present, then APM is required. 

When the objective is to achieve medium or high levels of protection, structures have to 

be designed for prescribed horizontal and vertical tie forces, should satisfy minimum 

ductility requirement and should additionally be checked by APM for specific damage 

scenarios. In all the cases, APM is permitted only if horizontal tie capacity is present.  

 

1.4. GSA Guidelines 

 

The General Services Administration (GSA) Guidelines provide engineers with 

guidance for two potential situations: (1) reduction of the potential for progressive 

collapse in new buildings, and (2) assessment of the potential for progressive collapse in 

existing buildings. As previously discussed, the potential for progressive collapse is 

examined independently of any specific threat. The GSA Guidelines are limited to low- 

to mid-rise buildings that are 10 stories or less in height with relatively simple structural 

layouts. However, buildings with more than 10 stories may be analyzed using the 

guidelines if deemed appropriate by the project structural engineer.  
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Both exterior and interior scenarios must be examined for typical structural 

configurations. In the former scenario, a framed building is analyzed using APM 

separately for each of the following cases, which involve instantaneous loss of a column 

in the first story located: 

1. near the middle of the short side of the building. 

2. in the first story near the middle of the long side of the building. 

3. in the first story at the corner of the building. 

 

Buildings that have underground parking areas and/or uncontrolled ground floor areas 

(i.e., areas that are utilized by retail and other users, which have no operational security 

countermeasures in place) must be analyzed for the instantaneous loss of an interior 

column as well (interior scenario). Similar analyses are required for buildings with 

interior walls and with walls on exterior faces. 

 

The vertical load to be applied to the structure under investigation when performing a 

static analysis of the building for the scenarios outlined above is recommended as: 

 

   2   0.25Load DL LL   (1) 

 

where DL = dead load and LL = live load. 

 

The use of 25% of the live load in Eq. (1) recognizes the fact that the probability that 

full live load is present during a possible progressive collapse event is small. The “2” 

factor is an approximate way to account for dynamic effects that amplify the response 

when a column or wall is instantaneously removed from a building. To evaluate 

collapse potential, the design material strengths may be increased by strength increase 

factors specified in the Guidelines.  

 

When used in conjunction with linear elastic analysis, demand-capacity ratios (DCR) 

are computed for each of the structural members in the building. The definition of the 

DCR in is similar to that in the NEHRP Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of 

Buildings (FEMA-273 1997) and is: 

 

UD CE  /DCR Q Q  (2) 

 

where: 

 

 UDQ  = internal force (bending moment, axial force, shear force) determined in a 

component or connection/joint from analyses under the vertical load given by 

Eq. (1). 

 

 CEQ  = expected strength (bending moment, axial force, shear force) of the 

component or connection/joint (calculated using appropriate overstrength 

factors, and a strength reduction factor of unity).  

 

Failure of a structural member depends on the DCR values that are computed from the 

analyses described above. In typical structural configurations, structural elements and 
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connections that have DCR values exceeding 2.0 are considered to be severely damaged 

or collapsed. Members with excessively high DCR values are assumed to have 

contributed to the collapse of the areas that they support. After the area of collapse has 

been established, it is compared to limiting values prescribed in the GSA Guidelines 

from which a decision regarding progressive collapse is then reached.  

 

The guidelines suggest that the maximum allowable extent of collapse resulting from 

the instantaneous removal of an exterior column or wall shall be confined to the smaller 

of the following two areas: (1) the structural bays directly associated with the 

instantaneously removed column or wall, or (2) 200 m
2
 at the floor level directly above 

the instantaneously removed column or wall. Similar limits are given for allowable 

collapse areas based on the removal of interior columns or walls, where 400 m
2
 is 

specified in this case at the floor level directly above the instantaneously removed 

column or wall. Progressive collapse is assumed to occur when collapse areas that are 

determined from analyses are greater than the appropriate limiting values prescribed in 

the GSA Guidelines. 

 

- 

- 

- 
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